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Here are some facts

16% give in place of worship

13% give in the workplace

18% sponsor friends and family

11% give to door to door collectors

10% give to beggars

7% give to pub collections

What do all of these have in common?

They all involve interactions other than giving



Facts raise two main questions

(1) How do non-giving (work, market, social) interactions
influence giving?

This question has been addressed in literature on social
pressure, social norms/information, signalling

(2) How can the “social” structure of different kinds of non-giving
interactions influence collective provision?

The focus of this paper



One way structure of non-giving interactions can influence
collective provision

Structure of interactions could be correlated to the kinds of
charity on offer and to their scope and preferences

Has been looked at in theoretical literature that studies the
relationship between income and/or preference heterogeneity
(diversity), community formation and giving (e.g. Horstmann
& Scharf, 2009, EJ; Sandford and Scharf, 2012)

Related empirical work (e.g. Andreoni and Payne, 2011)



There is another way that the structure of interactions can
influence collective provision

Structure of interactions might influence giving even if it is
uncorrelated with the nature/scope of collective provision

We should care about this as there are important implications



For example: public policy implications

Has been more reliance on the private sector to meet
collective needs

This implies a shift away from funding public provision to
subsidising private charity

Policymakers may be able to leverage on relationship between
private giving and structure of interactions

Subsidies designed to take this relationship into account may
be more effective

Maybe targeting subsidies towards fundraising effort at the
local level is an effective way of promoting private giving at
the central level (small world policies)



My paper’s question

Can the structure of social interactions influence giving even if
the structure is uncorrelated with the nature and scope of
collective provision ?

Describe a model of costly information sharing in social groups

Interactions take the form of information transmission to
social neighbours about quality of different modes of provision

The contributions of the paper are both positive and
methodological



Contributions

Methodological contribution is to provide a generalization of
repeated multi-person random matching that can be applied
to different settings e.g. political economy models with costly
information transmission

Positive contribution is to use public economics setting to
show how the structure of social interactions affect incentives
to transmit information about quality of different kinds of
public goods



Approach

Individuals consume a private good and a pure public good
funded by private contributions

Public good is provided by different providers who differ only
in terms of quality of provision

Individual contributors choose the provider

Contributors have private information about the quality of the
provider

Information about the quality of the provider can spread from
one individual to the next

Better informed individuals have positive incentives to incur
private costs in order to transmit information to less informed
neighbours (unlike for private goods)



Overview of findings

Information sharing is a local public good in individual social
neighbourhoods, even when giving funds a pure public good
(whose benefits span all neighbourhoods)

Thus, information sharing incentives are stronger when social
neighbourhoods are smaller

Implies large societies composed of comparatively small
overlapping social neighbourhoods can sustain comparatively
higher levels of private provision of collective goods

Findings are in line with the view that individuals are more
“engaged” in collective choices in smaller communities than
they are in larger communities (small world policies)



Related literature

Related to two main strands of literature

Literature on private contributions towards collective
consumption (Malinvaud, 1972; Bergstrom, Blume and Varian,
1986; Andreoni, 1990; and subsequent contributions)
Literature on social learning (Banerjee, 1992; Ellison and
Fudenberg, 1995; and subsequent contributions)

Dutta and Chatterjee (2011): costless information
transmission across consumers for the case of private goods

Bramoullé and Kranton (2007, JET): provision of public
goods in networks, with the structure of network links
determining the scope of local public goods



Relation to literature

Public good case is fundamentally different from the private
good case where no costly transmission of quality information
can occur (my paper 6= Dutta and Chatterjee)

Study voluntary information sharing

Specific focus is on pure public goods

This means scope of provision is independent of structure of
social links

Deliberate modelling choice that ensures structure of social
interactions are only relevant for information transmission (my
paper 6= Bramoullé and Kranton)



The basic setup

Large number, N, of individuals indexed by i

Countable number of periods, t = 1, 2, . . .

In each t each i consumes a private good and a pure public
good

In each t the public good is funded by private contributions

Contributions made from exogenously given income (same for
all i in all t)

Large number of M charity providers

Marginal cost of producing public good is unity



Public good provision

Individuals can make contributions to a single provider in each
period

Providers only differ in quality of provision (q ∈ {0, 1})
Provision of the public good (for everyone) is adjusted for
charity quality

Effective level of collective consumption depends on quality



Quality of provision

Quality of a provider at time t in any period is ex-ante
unobservable

If individual contributed in t − 1 then she sees quality ex-post

Quality evolves stochastically over time (it stays the same
from period to period with probability ρ > 1/2 and changes
with probability 1− ρ < 1/2)

Individual can only identify provider j if she has contributed to
it at t − 1 (relevant history for i in t is previous period’s
choice of charity/quality)

Quality evolves independently across providers and M is large
(expected quality of random draw is 1/2)



Preferences

U(xi ,t ,Gt , ei ,t) = xi ,t + θGt − ei ,t

ei ,t is private effort directed towards information sharing

xi ,t = y − vi ,t is private consumption and vi ,t are contributions

y = 1 + µ with µ > 0 is income

qj(i ,t),t ∈ {0, 1} is quality of provider j chosen by i at time t

Gt =
∑

i qj(i ,t),tvi ,t is quality adjusted collective provision

Consumption assumed to be bounded below to unity (forces
vi ,t ∈ [0, µ])

Assume θρ > 1 > θ/2 , i.e. provision worthwhile only if
expected quality of provider is high (forces vi ,t ∈ {0, µ})



Social neighbourhoods

In each period nature assigns each individual to a social
neighbourhood

Social neighbourhoods can overlap but each individual can
only have exactly b neighbours

The neighbours that form an individual’s social
neighbourhood at t are newly sampled at random from N

This is a generalization of repeated multi-person random
matching (methodological contribution)

picture



Signalling

In each period individuals can send a signal to each of their
neighbours about quality that they experienced in the previous
period

There is a marginal cost of informing each neighbour

Signals only affect provision in the period in which they are
sent



Period t sequence of actions and events

t.0 Nature generates social neighbourhoods and updates
providers’ quality types

t.1 Informed individuals choose whether or not to transmit
information to their neighbours

t.2 All individuals receive signals sent by neighbours and update
information sets

t.3 Each individual selects a provider and makes contributions to
it

t.4 Each individual who contributed in t − 1 observes quality of
their provider and everyone experiences collective consumption



t.3 Selection of providers and contribution choices

i ’s expected quality of provider j

(i) If i experienced high quality from provider in t − 1 or receives
a signal about a provider in t then expected quality is ρ > 1/2

(ii) If i does a random draw in t then expected quality is 1/2
(iii) If i experienced low quality from provider in t − 1 and did not

receive a signal in t then 1− ρ < 1/2

vi ,t = µ if i can identify a provider of expected quality ρ

Otherwise vi ,t = 0



t.2 Information sharing

An individual i who has experienced high quality at t can send
a signal to her neighbours at a cost c per neighbour; the
benefit of doing so to i is potentially higher provision of the
collective good (would not be the case if good provided was
private)

Information only valuable if it makes a difference, i.e. if
neighbour had a bad experience at t − 1 and does not get a
signal from other neighbours picture



t.2 Information sharing - continued

kt : proportion of individuals in the population who have
experienced high quality at t − 1, i.e. informed individuals at
the beginning of t (assume for now kt known)

si ,t : probability of sending a signal (mixed strategy)

Expected net marginal value to an informed individual, i , of
sending a signal to one of her neighbours is

(1− kt)(1− kts−i ,t)
b−1θρµ− c ≡ Λ(s−i ,t , kt) (1)



Information sharing and neighbourhood size (within periods)

Focus on mixed strategy equilibria where 0 < si ,t < 1 and
Λ(s−i ,t , kt) = 0

Proposition

Information sharing intensity, rt = ktst , is negatively related to
neighbourhood size, b.

Intuition: public good spans across neighbourhoods, but
information sharing within neighbourhoods is a local public
good (free-riding incentives with respect to information
sharing are contained within neighbourhoods) → the larger
the neighbourhood size, the greater the free-riding incentives
in information sharing



Information diffusion

The stock of information, kt , evolves through time as

kt+1 = ktρ+ (1− kt)
(
1− (1− ktst)

b)ρ ≡ Γ(st , kt) (2)

Knowledge of good suppliers spreads to others, but
information always remains incomplete due to the fact that
suppliers undergo quality shocks (information “depreciates”)



Stationary states (long-run equilibria)

Long-run outcome where kt+1 = kt = k̂ ; characterized by
fixed point, (ŝ, k̂), such that

Λ(ŝ, k̂) = 0 and k̂ = Γ(ŝ, k̂)

Note: even if k̂ not directly observable, individuals know
actual k̂ in steady state – through consistent updating of
beliefs based on observed level of Ĝ (= ρk̂ in steady state)



Stationary states (long-run equilibria) – continued

Proposition

In a stationary state, information sharing intensity, r̂ = k̂ ŝ , is
negatively related to neighbourhood size, b.

Does this lead to lower k̂? Yes

And lower Ĝ? Yes (since Ĝ = ρk̂)

Proposition

In a stationary state, the stock of information, k̂, about supplier
quality, as well as expected, quality-adjusted provision are
decreasing in neighbourhood size, b.



Interpretation

Does this mean that a more connected world will result in less
giving?

No. One can argue that increased connectivity is actually
making it possible for people to engage with others in a large
number of smaller communities based on shared interests, and
so it is making social neighbourhoods smaller rather than
larger radical fundraising seems to operate like this

This is ultimately an empirical question



Extensions

Warm glow motives in giving: same conclusions, different
interpretation – sending signals gives you warm glow if your
signal makes a difference; signalling by others in larger
neighbourhoods reduces the expected warm glow from your
signal → less information sharing

Heterogeneous preferences (diversity) over public goods:
stronger incentives to share information (steering others’
giving towards one’s favoured kind of provision, i.e.
“fundraising”) but same conclusions with respect to changes
in b



Subsidies to giving

Government subsidization of contributions can induce giving
by uninformed individuals by bridging the gap between the
marginal valuation of private consumption (equal to 1) and
the expected marginal value of provision by a randomly
sampled provider (θ/2)

However, this can crowd out private information sharing effort
– the value of sharing information to informed individuals is
less (it only improves provider selection by an uninformed
individual rather than triggering giving)

Proposition 5: Government subsidization of private
information sharing costs (c) can achieve a higher level of
public good provision than can subsidization of contributions



Random match social neighbourhood

Features full partition of the group into 2-node interactions

A B C D

E F

nature picture



Random multiple match social neighbourhood

Features full partition of group into multiple node interactions

A B C D

E F

nature picture



Random multiple match

Possible social structures if N = 8 and b = 5

nature picture



Random multiple match

More general, allows for overlap of neighbours

Set of b-matching neighbourhoods

6 people, each having 3 neighbours

nature picture


